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Abstract
In this brief paper the seasonal and solar cycle distribution of storms with sudden commencement is presented. A
correlation between the number of geomagnetic storms by month and monthly sunspot numbers is observed.
Also, a pronounced seasonal variation of the occurrence of intense geomagnetic storms and no dependence for
moderate geomagnetic storms, which occur more frequently than the intense ones during the solar cycles.
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1. Introduction
It is known since several decades that the geomagnetic activity tends to be higher on average at the equinoxes
than at the solstices. Only recently, has been noticed that this seasonal variation is especially prominent when
large geomagnetic storms are considered (e.g., Richardson et al., 2001). However, there is currently no accepted
explanation for this behavior of great storms (e.g., Tsurutani & Gonzalez, 1995).
In analogy with weather storms on Earth’s surface, significant perturbations of the geomagnetic field from
normal behavior are produced, which have been called geomagnetic storms. Geomagnetic storms represent the
single most important space weather phenomenon and also are an exciting and rewarding topic that covers an
interesting spectrum of ionosphere-magnetosphere interactions (Singh et al., 2010).
Geomagnetic storms are caused mainly by solar wind transients from the coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and
solar flares or by the corotating interaction regions (CIRs) formed during the interaction between the high and
low speed streams (Rawat et al., 2009). Occurrence frequency and intensity of transient solar emissions vary
with different phases of the solar cycle characterized by the number of sunspots on the photosphere. Solar
maximum is dominated by powerful solar eruptions, like solar flares and CMEs. On the other hand, the solar
minimum is featured by coronal holes and fast wind streams (Tsurutani & Gonzalez, 1998).
Most dominant mechanism for transfer of solar wind energy into the magnetosphere to produce the geomagnetic
storms is magnetic reconnection between southwardly oriented IMF Bz component and the antiparallel
geomagnetic field lines (see e.g., Rawat et al., 2009 and references therein).
These geomagnetic storms in the Earth’s magnetosphere and ionosphere subsequently intense auroral activity,
satellite damage, transformer failures and tripping of power grids (Alex et al., 2006).
The classical geomagnetic storms consist of three phases:
1) An increase of the Earth’s magnetic field lasting a few hours (initial phase);
2) A pronounced decrease in the horizontal component H, reaching a maximum (negative) in about one day
(main phase);
3) A slow recovery in H, reaching normal values over several days (recovery phase).
It is known that the initial phase is caused by the compression of the magnetosphere by the arrival of an
intensified solar plasma, often related to solar flares. The decrease in intensity is due to an enhancement of
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charged particles in the ring current. This enhanced ring current, principally formed by protons, oxygen ions and
electrons drifting to the west and to the east respectively, produces a magnetic field disturbance which at the
equator is opposite to the Earth’s dipole field. The recovery phase of the storm is due to the decay of energetic
particles of the ring current (namely removal of trapped ions in charge-exchanging collisions with neutral
atoms).
Values of the average global variation of the low-latitude H component are represented by the Dst index, which
is considered as a good measure of the intensity of the ring current being the strength of the geomagnetic storms
measured usually by the magnitude of the Dst index.
Based on the experimental and analytical evidence of O+ injection into the ring current, it was concluded that the
larger the storm is (as quantified by the Dst index) the larger the O+ contribution to the ring current; the Dst
magnitude and the O+ contribution to the ring current increase at same time (Singh et al., 2010).
The range of observed Dst values is approximately from +100 nT to –600 nT. Intense storms are those with peak
Dst of –100 nT or less, moderate storms with peak Dst between –50 nT and –100 nT, and weak storms with peak
Dst between –30 nT and –50 nT (Sugiura & Chapman, 1960).
In the case of intense magnetic storms the major interplanetary drivers are CMEs (Echer et al., 2006; Gonzalez et
al., 2007).
The majority of storms begin with a sudden impulse which signals the arrival of solar plasma. During this time,
the geomagnetic field intensity is increased, the storm-time H component being positive. Such sudden impulses
preceding geomagnetic storms are called storm sudden commencements.
There is another type of geomagnetic storms in which its onset time is not very evident, so that they are called
gradually commencing storms. This less frequent type of storms are not considered in this paper.
The aim of this brief paper is to present the solar cycle and seasonal distribution of geomagnetic storms with
sudden commencement (SC) and the principal mechanisms proposed to account the seasonal variation of
geomagnetic storms. The period considered is from 1953 to 2008 (solar cycles 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23). The solar
cycle activity is represented by sunspot numbers, obtained of Solar-Geophysical Data prompt reports.
2. Results and Discussion
The storm sudden commencements by date were provided by the World Data Center for Solar-Terrestrial
Physics, Moscow (www.wdcb.ru/stp/index-en.html) and the peak Dst were obtained from the hourly Dst values
provided by the World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto (wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/wdc/Sec3.html).
Figure 1 shows an example of the temporal variation of the Dst index during an intense geomagnetic storm
occurred on 24 August 2005, in which can be seen the different phases of the storm. The sudden commencement
(SC) of the storm was at 0613 UT on August 24. The main phase remained till about 12 UT reaching a minimum
value of –216 nT after which begin a slow recovery phase.
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Figure 1. Example of the hourly variation of the Dst index for the storm period 23-26 August 2005. The arrow
indicates the storm sudden commencement (SC) at 0613 UT on August 24
We have identified all the storms of the period 1953–2008 by examining the more negative Dst hourly value
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reached during each storm period. In this way was determined the intensity for each geomagnetic storm. Also, it
was counted the total number of storms occurred in each month (weak, moderate and intense).
Thus, Figure 2 shows the number of storms with sudden commencement by month N and the mean monthly
sunspot numbers from 1953 to 2008 (red line). It can be seen that the number of storms by month varies in
correlation with sunspot numbers: the maxima N values are produced near the solar maximum and the minimal
N values around the solar minimum. It is noticed that the great values of N occurred during the descending phase
of the solar cycle.

Figure 2. Number of storms by month and monthly sunspot numbers (red line) for the interval 1953–2008
The solar wind velocity probably contributes to enhanced storm activity observed near the solar maximum since
it was found that the annual averages of the solar wind velocity (and also the solar wind plasma temperature)
exhibits 11-year periodic variations (Nakai & Kamide, 1994).
The seasonal variation of intense storms R we computed as follows:
R = (N1/N2)*100
Where N1 is the amount of the intense storms occurred in all the January, February, etc. of the solar cycle and N2
is the total number of intense storms occurred during the corresponding solar cycle.
Figure 3 shows the seasonal distribution of intense storms (peak Dst < –100 nT), in percentage, that occurred
within four solar cycles: 20 (1965–1975), 21 (1976–1986) y 22 (1987–1997) and 23 (1998–2008). In general, it
can be seen in this figure a seasonal variability, with maxima around the months March, April and May and from
August to November (around equinoxes) and minimum around the solstices (June, July). A prominent feature
exhibited the seasonal variation during solar cycle 23: two peaks can be noted in August and November. Also,
the occurrence frequency of the intense geomagnetic storms is larger from March to May than in
August-November, except for solar cycle 23 where the reverse occurred.
Analyzing superintense storms (Dst index ≤ –250 nT), Gonzalez et al. (2011) found similar results to obtained
here, namely that they have a dual-type distribution in the solar cycle, one at solar maximum and the second at
the descending phase of the cycle, and a seasonal distribution showing the equinoctial peaks and an additional
peak in July.
Three principal mechanisms have been proposed to account for the seasonal variation of geomagnetic activity: 1the “axial” hypothesis (Cortie, 1912), invoking driving forces varying with the heliographic latitude of the Earth;
2- the “equinoctial” hypothesis (Bartels, 1932; Svalgaard, 1977) based in that activity is modulated by a process
sensitive to the angle between the geomagnetic dipole end the direction to the Sun; and the “Russell-McPherron”
hypothesis (Russell & McPherron, 1973), leading to enhanced southward heliospheric magnetic field, and hence
enhanced reconnection.
Some authors (e. g., Temerin & Li, 2002; O’Brien & Mc Pherron, 2002; Svalgaard et al., 2002) consider that
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equinoctial hypothesis plays the more important role to cause the seasonal variation because their results are
consistent with the equinoctial hypothesis and inconsistent with either a dominant axial or Russell-McPerron
effect.
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Figure 3. Seasonal variation of intense geomagnetic storms for the periods 1965–1975, 1976–1986, 1987–1997
and 1998–2008
The semiannual variation in geomagnetic activity is well established in geomagnetic data and it is generally
attributed to the Russell-McPherron effect. In that picture, enhancements of southward field Bs, near the
equinoxes account for the observed higher geomagnetic activity in March-April and from August to November,
that is, there is a semiannual variation in the effective southward component of the interplanetary magnetic field.
There is other less accepted mechanism to explain the seasonal dependence of geomagnetic activity, which is
related with the lack of “Solar Illumination” of one polar ionosphere at each solstice, reducing geomagnetic
activity (Patowary et al., 2013).
While all of these mechanisms contribute to the semiannual variation, their relative contributions have long been
a matter of debate. Possibly more than one mechanism is operative at the same time with different degree of
importance to produce the seasonal dependence.
Figure 4 is the same that Figure 3, but for moderate geomagnetic storms (peak Dst between –50 nT and –100 nT).
Notice that in general in these storms is not observed the seasonal modulation found for intense storms (except
for solar cycle 23). The fluctuating distribution suggests no dependence with solar/magnetic activity.
The main interplanetary feature associated with intense storms is the presence of a large-amplitude (< –10 nT),
long-duration (> 3 hours), negative Bz component of the interplanetary magnetic field (Gonzalez et al., 1989).
These southward fields maximize at the spring (fall) equinox (Crooker et al., 1992). It is reasonable to assume
that moderate storms are associated with small-amplitude negative Bz fields in the interplanetary medium and
with less intensity of the ring current, but evidently they not present any seasonal dependence. However, this still
needs to be studied.
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Figure 4. The same as Figure 3, but for moderate geomagnetic storms
3. Conclusions
In this brief paper some aspects of geomagnetic storms with sudden commencement are presented. The results
obtained have clear forecasting implications, which may be summarized as follows:
(1) The greater density of storms is produced around the maximum solar cycle and during the descending
phase of the solar cycle.
(2) The results suggest that there is a higher probability of producing an intense geomagnetic storm at the
equinoxes than at the solstices.
(3) The occurrence frequency of intense storms is smaller than moderate storms in the solar cycles.
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